Fleet and Workshop Software
Why choose ACCELERATOR?

Whatever your situation, whether you operate a small commercial workshop or a multi million pound fleet, choosing your next maintenance software system is a huge decision. It is a vitally important one, whether you are moving up from paper and spread sheets, planning to upgrade from an existing tired old legacy-based system, or simply needing to implement a solution that solves your problems and saves you money.

So you have to know exactly what your new system must offer.

You will need:

- A modern system that is easy to implement and use. One that will improve your efficiency and reduce admin overheads now and as you grow.
- A system that maximises your customer service levels to get you more business and with flexible reporting that will save you money.
- A system that gives you full control over your fleet and workshop costs, and links seamlessly to your accounts.
- A supplier who is committed to giving you total support to your system and your staff as your business develops.
- A system that will keep you ahead of the game and one that continually offers new capability and services to help you meet your customers’ needs.

You can be sure that when you move to Accelerator it will be the last time you ever have to make this decision.

With ACCELERATOR you will get:

- Clear business benefits from the start.
- A system configured to fit like a glove.
- Fixed costs, no surprises.
- Continuous personal support.
- A future you can depend on.

It simply makes sense

VOSA COMPLIANT
Which ACCELERATOR option is best for you?

◆ **ACCELERATOR FLEET** – is for the independent fleet operator, who wants to achieve the perfect balance of compliance to regulations, efficient operations and tightly controlled running costs.

◆ **ACCELERATOR WORKSHOP** – is for the commercial single site workshop owner that wants to provide the best possible customer service, whilst maximising throughput, improving cashflow, and returning better profits.

◆ **ACCELERATOR ENTERPRISE** – is for larger fleet operators and multi-site service centres. It is ideal for larger user based organisations such as councils and national multi depot distribution centres.

---

**FLEET**

This total information system includes a suite of vehicle detail screens and full document links. It will schedule and organise all vital defects, test and inspection compliance information in a form that meets VOSA requirements. It will record and monitor all parts and labour costs per vehicle providing comprehensive reporting of fuel usage, external servicing, accidents and annual tax and insurance costs to ensure the lowest cost per mile can be analysed and achieved.

**Features include:**
- Comprehensive vehicle details
- Vehicle ancillaries
- Document links
- Full vehicle service history record
- Vehicle Parts fitted with warranty dates
- Wall chart for reminders
- Interactive calendar and reminders
- Third party job sheets, RO’s
- Standard jobs
- Parts list or full stock module
- Driver’s defects recording
- Inspections
- Drivers details & documents
- Accident module
- Operator licence information
- Fuel usage
- Tyres and axles

**Plus**
- Fleet Reports Suite
- Direct links to Sage

---

**WORKSHOP**

This commercial system is designed to make you more money, it ensures that every reminder, defect or inspection fault is dealt with on time and whenever a vehicle is booked in. Job sheets and estimates are created in seconds with pre set price bands for labour and parts mark up. Invoices can be generated and posted as soon as the job is done. Instant one click traceability of all stock and parts fitted with full technician timesheet recording, make sure you can respond instantly to queries about vehicle servicing, parts or warranty history and find out what was done when and by who.

**Features include:**
- Vehicle & customer search
- Service desk & diary
- Job cards for technicians.
- Standard jobs and estimates
- Complete vehicle job history
- Service reminders, inspections, MOT etc
- Defects and Inspections
- Batch timesheet entry
- Full stock module
- One off parts and Kits
- Purchase ordering
- Goods in & returns
- Job costs and profits
- Split, multiple and consolidated invoicing
- Parts counter sales facility
- Accessories and trailers
- Employee information

**Plus**
- Workshop Reports Suite
- Direct posting to Sage

---

**ENTERPRISE**

Enterprise has unlimited capability and includes all of the modules and features of both Fleet and Workshop. In addition it offers a separate equipment servicing module and a full range of complementary add in modules for specialist requirements. Enterprise offers you our best class leading, fully integrated solution with room to grow as demands require.

**Features include:**
- Multiple sites and users
- Unlimited vehicles, plant and equipment
- All Fleet and Workshop features
- User defined job codes and lists
- Fuel Import
- Stock Import

**Contract Modules:**
- Spot & Contract Hire
- Fixed Price Maintenance

**Specialist Modules:**
- Equipment
- Field Technicians Module
- Recovery Desk
- Haulage Desk
- Job Clocking
- Customer Web Interface
- Enterprise Reports Suite

**Plus**
- Sage and other Accounts links
- EDI and CSV links

---

www.acceleratorvms.com for further information or to book an online demo.
“Accelerator is like the bible to us as it contains everything we need – model and serial number of a vehicle to everything that has been done to it and all the routine servicing that has to be scheduled for the future. And it is simple to use.

“It’s so versatile and the back-up support that we receive when we have a problem is brilliant. It does everything for us. I don’t know what we’d do without it. We wanted a system that could run the company for us. And we got one that could do all that and much more.”

KIRSTI ELDRIDGE, SERVICE MANAGER OF OXFORD-BASED SERVICE AND REPAIR AGENTS CRANES LTD

“We needed a package that could control stock and invoicing and give us instant information about the work that we were carrying out. In the past, I had dealt with systems that had promised to do all sorts of wonderful things but then seemed all but impossible to use. But since we have had Accelerator it has done everything it promised. The key thing for us is its simplicity. It is easy to learn how to use and it makes all the tasks that we need to perform so simple. It is a package dedicated to the work we do, so it is simple to get the information and compile reports. The support is swift, friendly and nothing is too much trouble.

“IT is genuinely helpful support.”

RICHARD BOWERS, DIRECTOR OF TANKER AND HGV REPAIRERS, PSS WORKSHOPS

“The ease with which you can view at any time any of the work that we have done on a trailer is a huge help. Accelerator means that we can quickly flag up any problems if a piece of equipment is being troublesome. And the way that all details are compiled for invoicing means that the costs of a job are never missed, which is excellent.

“Invoicing is no longer the chore it once was! All details have already been recorded so when it comes to invoicing all the information is there, meaning our invoices are accurate, sent out quickly and free of any problems that we may have had if we were relying on paperwork.”

CATHERINE CASEY, COMPANY SECRETARY OF RADMODE TRAILER RENTALS LTD

Onsite a respected, major operator in the wastewater industry with over 120 vehicles started searching for a fleet management system that could give the company every possible piece of data about its vans, Land Rovers, HGV’s and ancillary vehicles. Ray Ryder, Onsite’s Transport Manager, said: “Before we had Accelerator, we had another system, but when we asked what it could do to monitor fuel usage they came up with a module that didn’t really work. “With Accelerator, their attitude was completely different. Their approach was “Yes, we can do that” and they did.

“I now get a weekly download of our fuel costs which I can compare with previous weeks usage.”

“Having more accurate, easy to access data on fuel is critical to us. We are using over 1,000 litres a day, so any information about how we are using it can help us make savings and accurate forecasts.”

RAY RYDER, TRANSPORT MANAGER ONSITE CENTRAL LTD